O. INTRODUCTION Methods of symbolic dynamics arise in such fields as information theory, ergodic theory and dynamical systems, cellular automata theory, and statistical mechanics. Among the simplest symbolic systems are the subshifts of finite type O"A: X A -. X A coming from square matrices A with entries lying in the nonnegative integers A+. Consult, for example, [DGS, E, Fr, PT] . In the setting of smooth dynamical systems, the matrix A typically comes from a Markov partition on the zero-dimensional part of the nonwandering set of a diffeomorphism. There are many ways of choosing Markov partitions, and this produces different matrices A so that the various shifts O"A: X A -. X A are topologically equivalent. In fact, a central and still open problem is to find good methods for determining whether two subshifts of finite type X A and X B are indeed topologically equivalent.
One approach to this classification problem of subshifts of finite type (SFT's) was initiated by Williams in [Wi 1, Wi2] and involves the notions of strong shift equivalence (SSE) and shift equivalence (SE). An elementary strong shift equivalence (R, S): A --+ B from A to B over Z+ consists of a pair of nonnegative integral matrices Rand S such that A = RS and B = SR. More generally, A and B are strong shift equivalent over Z+ iff there is a chain of elementary SSE's over Z+ from A to B. Williams proved that (X A , a A ) and (X B , a B ) are topologically conjugate iff A and B are strong shift equivalent over Z+ . The problem is that SSE over Z+ is difficult to decide. A shift equivalence R: A --+ B over Z+ is a nonnegative integral matrix R such that there is some nonnegative integral matrix S and a positive integer k satisfying AR = RB , BS = SA, Ak = RS, and Bk = SR. Shift equivalence over Z+ is easier to determine. In fact, it was proved in [KR 1] that SE is decidable. SSE implies SE, and Williams's influential work raised the now well-known question (SHIFT) Does SE imply SSE over over Z+? The nonnegativity condition is important, because it was shown by Effros and Williams that SE implies SSE over Z. See [BH, W4] . Using (4.1) of this paper, the first two authors [KR3] have recently given examples that now show the answer to SHIFT is negative in general. The examples of [KR3] are for reducible matrices A and B. However, SHIFT is still open when A and B are primitive, i.e., when a power of A and a power of B have strictly positive entries. Some results are known for 2 x 2 matrices [B, CK] .
A key ingredient in our present understanding of SFT's turns out to be their group of symmetries. The automorphism group Aut(a A ) of (X A , a A ) consists of those homeomorphisms of X A that commute with a A • Hedlund and coworkers [He] studied the automorphism groups of full Bernoulli shifts in the early 1960s. Then during the 1980s there was a renewed interest in the groups Aut(a A ), which are countable but are generally enormous. See [BLR] . Two useful representations of Aut( a A) have emerged: Krieger's dimension group representation [K, BLR] and the sign and gyration number homomorphisms of Boyle-Krieger [BK] . The first is essentially a matrix group representation and the latter go into finite cyclic groups. The main result (1.4) of this paper establishes a connection between these representations. The work of BoyleKrieger [BK] and of Fiebig [Fl, F2] studies the fundamental "sign-gyrationcompatibility-condition," which is a relation between the sign numbers and the gyration numbers of certain automorphisms. We tum the relation into the "signgyration-compatibility-condition homomorphism" SGCC A m from Aut( a A) to the cyclic group Zim and show it factors through a homomorphism sgcc A m defined on the group Aut(SA) of automorphisms of the dimension group. An explicit formula is given for sgcc A 2 in (2.14) that is very useful for the applications mentioned in the Summary.
In § 1 we define "sign-gyration-compatibility-condition homomorphism." The proof of (1.4) is given in § §2 and 3. The construction of sgcc A, muses the algebraic topology framework for studying Aut(O"A) developed in together with the positivity and localization methods of [KR2] , the first step of which is the eventual positivity theorem of Handelman ([H, Theorem 2.3 ], see (3.4) below). All that is required to understand the examples in §4 is the statement (1.4) and the explicit polynomial formula (2.14) for sgcc A 2. Our proof will show that primitive matrices shift equivalent over Z to the matrices in examples (4.1) and (4.3) also have, respectively, nonsurjectivity of the dimension group representation and a permutation of fixed points that does not lift to an automorphism of the shift. For a nonnegative square integral matrix A, Aut(s A) is usually taken to be the group of automorphisms of the dimension group G A that commute with SA and preserve the order structure on GA. See [BLR] . In the statement of (1.4) and throughout this paper, we let Aut(SA) denote the larger group of automorphisms of G A that commute with SA ' We do not require that order be preserved even when A is nonnegative.
GYRATION AND ORBIT-SIGN NUMBERS
To start, let A denote a nonnegative square integral matrix and let (XA' O"A) be the subshift of finite type associated to A. From [W3] we know there is an isomorphism (2.0) where Simp(O"A) denotes Nasu's group of simple automorphisms. In view of (1.3) we therefore know that SGCCA m is defined on :n: 1 (RS(Z+) , A P(i -1) depending on whether fi = +1 or f; = -1, respectively. Our first goal will be to understand how to compute SGCC A (y) in terms of gyration and orbit sign numbers associated to each nonnegative elementary strong shift equivalence (Ri' SJ. Then we recall from [W4] that Aut(sA) ~ :n: 1 (RS(Z) , A) for a general matrix A as in (1.4) and will use this equation in §3 to define the required homomorphism sgcc A on :n: 1 (RS(Z) , A) via the positivity and localization methods [KR2] . [BK] , we define the gyration number GY.uv,m(a) 
The proof follows easily from the definitions and is entirely similar to the one showing that GY A m and OS A k are homomorphisms.
The next step in constructing sgcc A, m for A as in (1.4) is to discuss the gyration and orbit sign numbers of an elementary strong shift equivalence (R, S) : P --+ Q over the nonnegative integers. Starting with a nonnegative integral matrix P on a set of states J , the standard edge path construction produces a SFT (Xpl, apl,) where P' is a zero-one matrix whose states y' are edges e = (i, a, j) from i to j in J with 1 ::; a ::; P(i, j) and P' (e , f) = 1 iff the end state of e is the initial state of f. As in (2.1) of [W3] bipartite coding gives a certain elementary strong shift equivalence (R', S'): P' --+ Q' of zeroone matrices determined up to composition with simple automorphisms on the right and left. Choose m-bases Jl for (Xpl, apl) and v for (XQI, aQ1) ' We then define .uv,m(R', S') and see from (1.3) that this does not depend upon the choice of (R', S'), although it does depend upon Jl and v. For simplicity of notation, we will usually leave off the subscript JlV on the left-hand side of (2.7). We define OSk(R, S) and GY m(R, S) (R j , Sj) . So the equation in (2.9) follows directly from (2.8) and the composition formulas in (2.6). Consequently, the right-hand side does not depend on the choices of m-bases. Q.E.D.
In our situation, a convenient choice for an m-basis will come from a linear ordering of the vertices and a lexicographical ordering of the edges in the graph associated to a nonnegative integral matrix. Let M: J x % ----Z+ be any nonnegative integral matrix where each of the sets J and % are linearly ordered. Let e = (i, a, k) be an edge from i to k in the graph for M where
) be an edge from j to I where
Let P: J x J ----Z+ be any nonnegative integral matrix. A periodic point of (X p' , G pI) of period dividing m is given by a pair {i, p} where i = (i o ' ... , i m ) is a sequence of vertices in the graph for P with io = im and p = (PI' ... ,Pm) is a sequence of edges in the graph where Po. goes from io._ 1 to i Ot' Make a choice (2.11 ) of a linear ordering of the set of vertices J. Let (R, S): P ----Q be an elementary strong shift equivalence over Z+ . Let SGCC 2 (R, S) be computed dynamically as in (2.5) and (2.7) with respect to standard lexicographical 2-bases for (Xp, G p) and (X Q , G Q ) • (2.14) Proposition. The value of SGCC 2 (R, S) is given by the algebraicformula
is the binomial coefficient of Rik items taken two at a time.
Before starting on the proof of (2.14) we will discuss the three main steps in computing SGCC m (R, S) using m-bases with the standard lexicographical ordering (2.13). This is also needed for the construction of sgcc m in §3.
Let P: J x J -+ Z+ and Q:.J't x.J't -+ Z+ be a nonnegative integral matrices where J and .J't are linearly ordered. First we recall more explicitly how a strong shift equivalence (R, S): P -+ Q over Z+ gives rise to a bipartite code (R', S'): P' -+ Q' by way of two bijections p: P ~ RS and q: Q ~ SR as in [W3, 2.5] . Suppose P is an (m x m)-matrix and Q is an (n x n)-matrix.
Fix a pair of vertices (i, j) of P and consider an entry P ij in P. Use the equation P = RS to write (2.15)
where the terms on the right are ordered increasingly in accordance with the given ordering of the states k of Q as chosen in (2.11). Let Co = 0 and for each 1 ::; k ::; n -1 , let
Then choose p: P ~ RS so that for each 1 ::; k ::; n, p is the bijection between the set of edges 
For each k, (2.18) is an order-preserving bijection between the set (2.16) ordered linearly by the integers p and the set (2.17) of pairs of integers (r, s) ordered lexicographically from the left. 
For each i, (2.22) is an order-preserving bijection between the set (2.20) ordered linearly by the integers q and the set (2.21) of pairs of integers (s, r) ordered lexicographically from the left.
At this point we have a bijection p(X) = UV between the (directed) edges X = (i , P ,j) from i to j in the graph of P and pairs of edges U V where U = (i, r, k) is an edge from i to k in the graph of R and V = (k , S ,j) is an edge from k to j in the graph of S. We will call U the tail of p(X) and V the head of p(X). In particular, the initial point of U is i and the final point of U is k. The initial point of V is k and the final point of V is j.
Similarly, we have a bijection
is the tail of q(Y) ,and U = (i, r, I) is the head of q(Y). As in [W3] , we then obtain the strong shift equivalence P' = R'S' and Q' = S'R' by letting
Step 1. The bijection p takes (2.24) {i,p}~{i,k,r,s}.
Here i = (io' ... ,i m ) where ia is a vertex in the P-graph with io = i m , Pm) where POI is an edge in the P-graph from i a _ 1 to i a , k = (ko' ... , k m ) where ka is a vertex in the Q-graph with ko = km' r = (rl ' ... , r m) where ra is an edge in the R-graph from i a _ 1 to k a _ 1 ' and s = (SI' ... ,sm) where sa is an edge in the S-graph from k a _ 1 to i a .
Step. where q = (ql' ... ,qm) with qa an edge in the Q-graph from k a _ 1 to k a . The quadruples {i, k , r, s} and {k, i, s, a (r)} are ordered lexicographically from the left. Now we can give the proof of (2.14).
Contribution of OSI . To compute the determinant of a = c(R' ,S') on fixed points, it suffices to count the number of pairs modulo 2 of fixed points X and X' such that X < X' , but where Y = a(X) and y' = a(X') satisfy Y> y' .
The following diagram describes the procedure in (2.23):
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The edges in the diagram are labelled
There are only four cases where the values i, j , k , 1 are such that a switch in the order of the fixed points might occur. 
Case 3. i = j and k > I. We have C k _ 1 < a :S C k and C'_I < a' :S C,. The assumption k > 1 implies a > a' and contradicts the assumption that X < X' .
So this case does not occur.
Case 4. i = j and k = I. As in (2.26), X = Irsl, y = Isrl, X' = lr's'l, and y' = Is'r'l. We must count the number of pairs rs, r's' such that rs < r's' 
Summing up all these contributions completes the proof of (2.14). As an immediate consequence, we have (2.28) Addition Lemma (m = 2). Let (E, F) (E, F) .
This is an immediate consequence of the following proposition. Let (R, S) : P -t Q be a strong shift equivalence over Z+ where the states of P and Q are respectively linearly ordered sets J and % . The remainder of this section concerns the proof of (2.31).
Let f and g be functions from a set X to a linearly ordered set £>. We say f and g have the same order type provided that for any pair of elements x and y in X we have (2.32)
For example, let f: {I, 2,3, 4} -t R be given by f(l) = 2, f(2) = 10, f(3) = 5 , and f ( 4) = 2. Then the set of all functions with the same order type as f consists of those functions g where g(l) = g(4) < g(3) < g(2). If X is finite and £> is infinite, then the number of order types is finite and only depends on the cardinality of X. If fJ: X -t X is a bijection, then f and g have the same order type iff f fJ and g fJ have the same order type. More generally, consider two sequences {h, ... ,Iq} and {g" ... , gq} where for each 1 ~ i ~ q both J; and gi are functions from a set Xi to a linearly ordered set 2;. We allow for the possibility that Xi =I-Xi or 2; =I-~ when i =I-j. We say that these sequences have the same order type iff each of J; and gi have the same order type for 1 ~ i ~ q .
Let X = {I, 2, ... , n} and let a: X -t X be the shift, i.e., a(i) = i-I mod n. Order the functions from X to £> lexicographically from the left. The basic observation underlying the proof of (2.31) is that, for any integer k, the order type of f completely determines the order type of f a k and whether f = f a k . Therefore the order type of f determines (ii) the unique number k modulo the period of f such that g = f a k whenever g lies in the a-orbit of f.
Moreover, the period in (i) depends only on the order type of f and the integer k in (ii) depends only on the order types of f and g. If the period of f is exactly p , then there is a unique integer k mod (p) so that f a k is the function of least lexicographical order among functions in orbit of f under a. This k will be called the rotation number of f. The formula for sgc m in (2.31) will be obtained by summing up the contribution to the gyration and orbit sign over certain order types. Let M: ~ x g -+ R be a matrix where ~ and g are linearly ordered. The edges of M will be given the standard ordering as in (2.10). The order type of a sequence e = {e 1 ' ••• , em} or edges will then be obtained by considering it to be a function from {I, ... , m} into the set ~ x g x R ordered lexicographically from the left. It will be convenient to denote an edge (co: Proof of (B) . Suppose P", < Pp . There are three ways this can occur. (i) If i n _ 1 < iP_l ,then i;,_l < i~_l and so P~ < P~.
(ii) If i,,_1 = ip_I and i" < ip ' then i:_ 1 = i~_1 and i: < i~, so p: < p~. 
Proofof(2.35).
We start with a special case that illustrates the idea of the proof and is an ingredient in the general argument. Let X = {I , 2, ... , n} and let £7 be a finite set with L elements. Let f: X ----£7 be a function having
Let N f denote the number of functions from X to £7 having the same order type as f, To prove (2.31) we will show separately that GY m(R, S) and OSq(R, S) for q dividing m are given by sums of products of certain binomial coefficients. There are three contributions to GYm(R, S) and OSq(R, S) coming from Steps 1, 2, and 3. The proof for each of these steps is similar. So we just give the argument for Step 2.
The gyration number. Consider a periodic point {i, k , r, s} of period exactly m that is the least lexicographical element in its orbit. In Step 2 this goes to {k , i , s, a (r)} and the contribution to the gyration number is the rotation number of {k, i, s, a(r)} , which only depends on the order type of {i , k, r, s} by (2.33). By (2.34) the order type of {k, i, s, a(r)} is determined by the order type of {i, k, r, s}. In view of (2.35) we get the binomial coefficient formula for counting gyration numbers by observing that GY m(R, S) is given by
(1) the sum over p where 0 ~ p ~ m -1 of (2) p times the sum over {i, k} where {i, k} is the least lexicographical element in its a-orbit of (3) the sum over {r, s} so that (a) period {i, k, r, s} = m and {i, k, r, s} is the least lexicographical element in its a-orbit and It also determines the order type of {kk', it, SS', a(r)a(r')} , which in turn determines whether the order is reversed between the least element in the orbit of {k, i, s, a(r)} and the least element of {k', i', S', a(r')}. As in the gyration number argument, we apply (2.33), (2.34), and (2.35) to get the binomial coefficient formula for orbit-sign numbers by observing that OSq(R, S) is (1) the sum over {ii', kk'} where {i, k} and {i', k'} are the least lexicographical elements in their orbits of (2) the sum over {rr', SS'} so that This completes the proof of (2.31).
CONSTRUCTION OF sgcc A m
We will use the isomorphism
] to obtain sgcc A, m. The idea is to start with a loop tively. This will then be modified to a new "nonnegative" loop called yp(y) in RS(Z+) for a certain conveniently chosen polynomial p(x) = CO+c1x+·· .+ctx t where each c i is a nonnegative integer. We will define
) and show that (3.2) is independent of the choices involved in picking p(x) and under any deformation of y using the Triangle Identities in RS(Z). Using (2.9), it will follow directly from the construction that sgccA,m is a homomorphism and that SGCCA,m(Y) = sgccA,m .OA(Y) whenever A is nonnegative and aperiodic and Y is nonnegative. (3.3) Observation. The main point of this section is to verify that (3.2) gives a well-defined homomorphism sgcc A, m on Aut ( SA) ~ 1r 1 (RS (Z) , A) . But once this is done, the proof also shows how to compute sgcc A m (y) directly as follows: if necessary, replace Ri by Ri sgn(R) and Si by Si sgn(S) as in (3.5) and (3.7) to make the signs of Ri and Si equal to +1. Then apply the algebraic formula (2.14) when m = 2 or the more complicated (2.31) when m > 2 to each edge (Ri' S) in (3.1) and multiply the result by Ei = ±1 . Finally, sum up over the edges. This is the method used for the examples in §4.
We need two preliminary lemmas. (3.4) Lemma. Let A be any dense unital subring a/the real numbers R. Let M be a square matrix over A that is algebraically shift equivalent over the complex numbers to an eventually positive real matrix. Then M is conjugate over A to an eventually positive matrix. This is due to Handelman [H, Theorem 2.3 ]. The result in [H] is stated for A = Q, but the proof works in the same manner for any A as in (3.4).
Let R: P --+ Q be a shift equivalence over R between two eventually positive matrices P and Q over R. Choose positive right eigenvectors v p and v Q for P and Q, respectively, corresponding to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue. Then RV Q = avp for some nonzero scalar a, and we define Observe that if the edge (R, S): P ~ Q is a strong shift equivalence between eventually positive matrices P and Q, then sgnR = sgnS. If sgn(R) = sgn(S) = + 1 , we say that the edge is eventually positive.
Construction of yp(y).
Let A denote the ring of all rational numbers that can be written in the form alb where b is congruent to 1 mod m((2m)!). The integers a and b need not be relatively prime.
Step 1. For each vertex P in the loop y, use (3.4) to choose a conjugacy C over A between P and an eventually positive matrix CPC-1 • A typical edge (R, S): P ~ Q in y is then replaced by the edge
where now both CPC-1 and DQD-1 are eventually positive. There is the following diagram in RS(A): This provides a homotopy in RS(A) from the original loop y to a loop where the vertices are all eventually positive. By replacing each (E, F) : M ~ N in this loop by the edge (E sgn(E) , F sgn(F)) : M ~ N, we obtain a new loop y with the property that all its edges are eventually positive.
Step 2. Now apply (3.7) to find a large positive integer n so that for all edges (E, F) Step 3. Finally, we define sgcc m as in (3.2) and see from (2.9) that it is a sum of terms of the form (3.10)
where SGCC m is computed with respect to the standard lexicographical mbasis at each vertex in the loop yp(y).
Proof that sgcc A m (y p (y)) is well defined. Let (E, F): M -. N be any strong shift equivalence'over A. Let rex) and sex) be a pair of polynomials satisfying the property (iv) of Step 2. Let e(x) and f(x) be another such pair. From (2.30) we have
This shows that the value of sgcc m on a loop whose edges are already eventually positive is independent of the choice of polynomials rex) and sex) made in
Step 2.
Next we show sgcc m does not depend on the choices of vertex conjugacies made in Step 1. Suppose a first choice of vertex conjugacies gives a loop a as in Step I and another choice gives a loop p. These two conjugacies combine to give a conjugacy from each vertex of a to the corresponding vertex of p and to produce a one step homotopy from a to p in which a typical rectangle has the form (3.8). The loop edge across the top of (3.8) is now an edge of a, and the one on the bottom is the corresponding edge of p. Replace each edge (E, F) : M -. N in the homotopy with the edge (E sgn(E) , F sgn(F)): M -. N. This preserves the Triangle Identities. We obtain a homotopy from the two end results a and p of Step 1 where now each edge in the homotopy is eventually positive. At this point choose polynomials rex) and sex) so that property (iv) of Step 2 is satisfied for all edges in the homotopy. We then replace this first choice of r (x), s(x) , and p(x) by new polynomials rex) = p(X)2 , sex) = p(X)2 , and p(x) = p(X)4 and obtain a homotopy in RS(Z+) from ap(a) to Pp(P) in which a typical rectangle is
Finally, we show sgcc m is independent of any deformation of y by Triangle Identities in RS(Z) . Consider the triangle . The construction of sgcc 2 and the formula (2.14) gives sgcc 2 (R) = 1 by direct computer computation. Using (1.4) we see that R is not induced by an element in Aut( a A) , because there are no fixed points or orbits of period 2. From (3.12) we see that the dimension group representation is also not surjective for any aperiodic matrix that is shift equivalent to A over Z. This example is used in [KR3] to give examples of subshifts of finite type (reducible, with two aperiodic components) that are shift equivalent but not strong shift equivalent over the nonnegative integers.
(4.2) An example of an automorphism of the period 6 points of the full Bernoulli 2-shift that is not induced by an element in Aut(u A ). This example was first suggested by U. Fiebig and confirmed using results in [KR2] . We give an alternate proof here. Let a be an automorphism of the 2-shift restricted to the period 6 points that shifts one orbit to the left once and leaves all others fixed. Then SGCC 6 (a) = 1 mod (6) . On the other hand, Aut(SA) = Z and is generated by S2' But sgcC 6 (S2) = 3 mod (6) . By (1.4) the image of Aut(u A ) under SGCC 6 is therefore the subgroup of index 2 in Z/6 generated by 3. Hence, a does not come from an automorphism of the shift. The shift corresponding to A has exactly two fixed points and no period two orbits. If the transposition of the fixed points could be lifted to an automorphism a in Aut(u A ) then we would have SGCC 2 (a) = 1. We will show this cannot happen by verifying that sgcc 2 vanishes identically on the order preserving elements of Aut(SA) and then applying (1.4).
The characteristic polynomial of A is X(t) = t 3 -2t2 + t -5. This has no rational roots, and it is therefore irreducible over Q. Let A be the Perron- See [BLR, 6.4] . Using the usual discriminant formula [We, p. 105] , we see that i\( 1, A, A2) = -655. This is squarefree, so Z[A] is the ring of integers in Q(A). The principal ideal generated by A is prime because its norm is the rational prime 5. The polynomial t 3 -2t2 + t -5 has one real root and two complex ones. Using the S-unit theorem [We, , we deduce that the group of positive units in Z[l/A] is free abelian of rank two isomorphic to the direct sum of infinite cyclic group generated by A and infinite cyclic group P of positive units in Z [A] . We know that SgCC 2 (A) = 0 because A is the isomorphism induced on the dimension group by the shift u A that does not move the fixed points. It remains to show sgcc 2 vanishes on P. Since sgcc 2 takes values in Z /2, it will be sufficient to find an element a of P that is not a square (in P) and so that sgcc 2 (a) [BLR, 6.5] , and therefore o:po: -I p-I is inert. But the argument of [BLR, 7.3] applies also in this case to show that any element of Aut (a B ) that is a product of elements of finite order must induce the identity on fixed points. Hence FOG would fail for o:po: -I p-I .
